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Pond Liners
Installation Guide
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Step 1
Place pallet with c (centre mark) facing the centre of the short side of the 
hole, as per the diagram. Remove strapping and packaging.

Step 2
As per direction of arrows on liner, pull out side wings to full length until 
they can go no further. The liner is now approximatey 1 metre wide. 

Step 3
Liner now needs to be folded out to 2 metre* width. Fold back each fold 
individually, until the pulling edge is exposed with directional arrows 
showing. Liner is now approximately 2 metres wide.

*Please note that where custom sizes are used, the recommended sizes 
on this installation guide will not apply.

Step 4
Liner is now ready to pull out. First anchor the last sheet of liner on bottom 
of pallet - stand 3 people (if possible) on it so as to prevent it falling into 
hole. Halve your man power for each side of the liner, then slowly and 
evenly pull liner along, with a person joining in and pulling at every second 
seam if possible. When you get to the far end, ensure that the liner looks 
evenly placed over the hole.

Step 5
Let the liner settle into the hole. Ensure that there is su�icient liner in all the 
trenches. You may have to pull to adjust the liner to fit. Backfill one short 
side trench, and then chase out any large folds to the corners (not always 
possible). Backfill all trenches lightly, su�icient enough to hold liner but also 
allowing it to move once filling with water. Once the liner is full of water, 
you can finish all necessary groundwork, filling trenches and landscaping.
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